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PORTLAND, PROVINCE: OREGAON,

UNITED STATES, April 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- According to a

new report published by Allied Market

Research, titled, “The Market Size Of

Military Trainer Aircraft Industry ," The

military trainer aircraft industry was

valued at $9.6 billion in 2022, and is estimated to garner $17.4 billion by 2032, growing at a CAGR

of 6.2% from 2023 to 2032.

Military trainer aircraft are used to train pilots and aircrews for military operations. They provide

a safe environment to develop essential flight skills before transitioning to high-performance

combat aircraft. Key features of military trainers include dual flight controls, rugged airframes,

and systems that simulate combat conditions. They come in basic, intermediate, and advanced

configurations to match different stages of flight training.
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Moreover, many air forces are looking to implement more realistic, combat-oriented training

using integrated training systems and simulators. This is increasing demand, especially for

advanced jet trainers capable of complex missions. In addition, a large number of aging legacy

trainer aircraft like the T-38 Talon, Hawk Mk.51/66 and Alpha Jet need replacement, as they are

becoming challenging and expensive to maintain. Therefore, newer 4th and 5th generation

fighters require pilots trained in sophisticated sensors, networking and warfare capabilities. This

necessitates advanced trainers aligned with modern combat aircraft. In addition, rising flight

training hours and the need to train new military pilots annually to overcome staffing shortfalls

will sustain longer term demand for basic and intermediate trainers.
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Europe represents one of the major of military trainer aircraft market share due to mature air

forces and the introduction of advanced new platforms. Countries across Western and Central

Europe are focused on enhancing pilot training while also inducting 4th generation and 5th

generation multirole fighter jets. The European market is mature, and replacement of aging

fleets is driving demand. While demand exists, budgetary pressures on European defense

spending may pose challenges for large trainer fleet replacement programs. This could open

collaboration opportunities and joint procurement among countries to reduce costs.

Moreover, Europe-based military trainer aircraft manufacturers are shifting towards sustainable

pilot training to reduce carbon footprints. For instance, in December 2023, Airbus Flight

Academy Europe, a wholly-owned Airbus SE subsidiary for civil and military pilot instruction, has

taken delivery of the first four Elixir trainer aircraft out of eight total on order. The fuel-efficient,

low-noise Elixirs support the Academy's sustainability goals. They feature cockpits customized

for Airbus training, including dual electronic flight instrument systems that expose cadets to

modern commercial jet technologies. The Academy runs Airbus's Pilot Cadet Training

Programme open globally to high school graduates over 18. The multi-phase course comprises

over 800 hours of ground instruction plus 200 practical hours in simulators and aircraft. Such

developments further increase the military trainer aircraft market size in forcast period.
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The Impact of the Russia–Ukraine War on Military Trainer Aircraft Industry

The conflict between Russia and Ukraine has significant implications for the global military

trainer aircraft industry. With heightened geopolitical tensions, many NATO and European

countries are looking to boost defense spending and accelerate procurement of military

equipment including trainers. Countries like Germany, Poland, Italy, and the UK have already

announced plans to enhance defense budgets considering the conflict. New sanctions on Russia

and the disruption of Ukraine's aerospace sector due to the war has put these exports at risk.

For purpose of analysis, the global military trainer aircraft market is segmented based on of type,

seat type, application and region. By type, it is segregated into fixed-wing and rotary-wing. By

training type, the market is categorized into combat training, basic & intermediate pilot training,

and advanced pilot training. By seat type, it is bifurcated into single and twin. By application, it is

fragmented into armed and unarmed. By region, the market is analyzed across North America,

Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and Middle East and Africa.

Overall, the conflict has made modernization of trainer fleets a renewed priority for militaries in

Europe and beyond. While certain procurement programs could accelerate, losing

Russian/Ukrainian companies as suppliers will force realignment in the market.
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Airbus SE

Bae Systems plc

Leonardo SpA

Lockheed Martin Corporation

Northrop Grumman Corporation

Saab AB

Textron Inc.

The Boeing Company

Embraer SA

Korea Aerospace Industries, Ltd.
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By on type, the rotary-wing segment is anticipated to exhibit significant growth in the near

future.

By training type, the basic and intermediate pilot training security segment is anticipated to

dominate the market in the coming future.

By seat type, the twin segment is anticipated to lead the market.

By seat type, the single segment is anticipated to exhibit fastest growth from 2023–2032.

By region, Asia-Pacific is anticipated to register the highest CAGR during the forecast period.
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